Prevention of infectious diseases in harbour divers: how environmental parameters can help
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Professional divers should sometimes immerse in dirty waters, such as divers working in harbours. There is in Brest a military port and a repair shipyard, where divers work and may be exposed to chemical products or microorganisms. Thought, a very few studies is available on professional diver infectious diseases. Here is evidence: search on Medline database (“Diving” [Mesh] AND “Infectious Disease Medicine” [Mesh]) shows no results. It is generally accepted that divers may have cutaneous infectious diseases. A study about Pseudomonas aeruginosa infections among divers was conducted more than 15 years ago [1]. More studies are available about infectious diseases in recreational divers, mainly about external otitis [2, 3], or conjunctivitis [4]. Infections could sometimes be more serious. A case of mastoiditis was due to an immersion in seawater which contained a lot of harmful algae (bloom). A high bacterial burden could explain it [5]. Other studies showed that a high bacterial burden in water was at risk for anyone who bathe or dive in it [6]. This is especially true when water is polluted with wastes and contaminated with faeces or rubbish [7]. In 2010, in repair shipyard and in military port of Brest, some medical examinations of divers 2010 revealed infections, mainly external otitis and cutaneous infections. Were these due to polluted water? A study was conducted in Brest harbour next to the docks and Penfeld River. The studied parameters were the presence in the water of microorganisms indicating faecal contamination (Escherichia coli), and chemical elements (PO₄, NO₂, NH₄). These data were compared with climatic data, especially rainfall. Contamination in the Penfeld River reached an average level of 10⁴ to 10⁵ CFU E. coli/100 mL in rainy weather or significant release. A contamination gradient appears mainly due to the position of the discharge areas in the river. There was no toxic contamination (Figs. 1, 2).

This study points out that heavy rains can lead to riverbed modifications, so that water cannot be treated before the releases in the industrial part of the harbour. Thereby, there was a risk to dive in seawater containing a high bacterial burden. Since, the divers were equipped with drysuits in the most polluted areas. Beside, this study enabled a dynamic mapping of pollution. Following this study, prevention for divers in this port was improved.

![Figure 1. Relationship between rainfall and bacteriological contamination; adapted from [8]](image-url)
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